Soundscapes and Diversity
Bucharest audio portraits

Soundscapes
• By this term we name the audio world that
surrounds us and characterizes our daily
life, social interactions, private moments
• We are the creators and the receptors of the
audio world
• We generate/influence soundscapes but we
are also influenced and affected by them

Profile of the schools and groups
• For the exploration of the divers Bucharest soundscapes, we choose 2
groups of pupils from 2 different high schools
– one is an elitist high school, with highly qualified teachers, with pupils
coming from rich families and with access to resources and opportunities;
it is quite a homogenous high school (regarding social categories of
welfare, social background and housing conditions); both the teachers and
the pupils are opened to projects and extra-curricular activities and have
experience in such things
– the other one is the Music high school in Bucharest, which is highly
heterogeneous, regarding the staff and the pupils as well; there are pupils
from different ethnic groups, different welfare categories, with different
backgrounds and with different reactions to extra-curricular activities; we
chose the Music high school in order to test the sensitivity/perception of
the future musicians to different interpretations of sound and noise

**the system of high school admission in Romania allows for certain high schools to be quite
homogenous: the elitist ones and the professional ones (less qualified)

The Workshops
• The goal is to explore the social diversity of the sounds
that surround us in the city we live in (Bucharest), in our
daily lives and the different meanings that the sounds have
for us, according to our social background
• The idea is that: we express our personality, uniqueness
and diversity through the sounds and music we produce or
enjoy; in the same time, we come in contact with the
others personalities and uniqueness, through the sounds
and music that surround us
– During the first meetings, we discussed about: the social meanings
of sounds, the social perception of sounds, noise and music, the
personal feelings associated to music, the power of communication
through music and sound, the music associated to social
movements
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Now we passed to the second phase of the project, in which the pupils record
(with the portable audio recorder and microphone) the daily sounds that
surround them and try to find that “slice” of reality they are most interested in/
the message they want to transmit to the audience/public
During the next weeks, the pupils will record individually and then will
discuss and interpret in group, what the others recorded
In the same time, each participant will hold a “field diary” (more or less
poetical or confessional) about the recordings and the feelings associated with
the sounds; in parallel, all participants contribute to a weblog (in order to give
each other feedback)
In the end, there will be sessions of common field recordings, searching for
sounds which are meaningful for not just one person
From the recorded sounds (probably few hours of recordings) the teams will
select the most expressive materials and will arrange together an audio
installation(s) (with the audio editing computer programs)
The final installation(s) will be accompanied by excerpts from the “field
diaries”, selected in order to be as expressive and as illustrative

Soundscape exhibitions
• The sound installations will be presented in the exhibitions
in the following way:
– Each person from the audience/public will enter a private small
space (made of panels or of suspended rectangular structures) with
walls covered with texts from the “field diaries” and with
headphones, which play the audio track; according to the
affordable space, there can be more such “listening cabins” so that
more people from the audience can listen simultaneous

• Till now, the local exhibition halls could be: the Faculty of
Architecture hall, the Peasant’s Museum, several private
galleries
• The final aspect of the exhibitions is still under
construction and might change according to the gallery or
exhibition hall

Problems and questions
• The Music high school is quite closed towards
extra-curricular projects, reason why the work with the
group there is still in delay and we still have problems
communicating with the head mistress of the school
• After all, the idea of having a separated group of Roma
pupils participating in the project seamed more of a
segregation than a natural formation of a “divers” team.
Thus, we made the selection of the teams more on the
criteria of diversity of social backgrounds, economic and
housing experience of the pupils’ families
• There are difficulties in finding the right time for all the
participants to meet, outside the school program –
especially for the older pupils

